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All City’s Unionized Employees in
Same Collective Bargaining Boat
School Department’s Boat Went in Circles Near Port
By Richard Stutman
obviously has not seen fit to prioritize settling
BTU President
contracts for anyone. It’s not that the city is
s nearly everyone is aware, negotia- teetering on the brink of fiscal disaster. The
tions ended unsuccessfully last month city had sufficient resources to award Liberty
after a three-day marathon bargaining Mutual $24 Million, for example, in property
session, culminating in what amounted tax breaks so it could begin construction on
to a 16-hour ‘quadruple overtime’ that es- a new office tower in the city. (The state gave
sentially ended in a tie. Put another way, $22.5 Million in subsidies). Yes, this is the
the parties could not reach agreement on same Liberty Mutual whose CEO had earned
finances. The major outstanding issue: north of $50 Million per year for his last 4
the city’s failure to move substantially on years of employment and the same Liberty
finances. The school department’s interest Mutual that earned $459 Million last quarter
in reaching a Collective Bargaining Agree- (see article here: http://www.boston.com/
ment: zero. Let me explain.
businessupdates/2012/04/liberty-mutualAs of this writing, no city union is un- says-profits-percent-for-first-quarter/NBhOQSder contract. And all have been
vrDiXGoWnw0yWe8O/
working, as we have, without
index.html). (By the way,
a collective bargaining agreethe money doled out to
ment for the last two years. The
Liberty Mutual is more
only exception is the firefighters
than enough to extend
union which been working for
the school day for a full
one year, not two years, without
year AND have plenty
a contract. So, it’s not one union,
left over.) So the city does
or two, or even a majority—it’s
have resources—it’s only
all of us, some 20,000+ city
a matter of how it wants
employees who cannot seem
to spend those resources.
to reach a collective bargaining
So what about the school
agreement with the city. And no
district? Did it want to
one’s happy about this.
settle the contract?
Last week, the Boston Police
Let’s look at it this
Dept. used the location of the
way: How do we explain
Richard Stutman
BTU hall for commissioner
the school department’s
BTU President
Edward Davis to give a speech
changing its position at
on the state of the police department. the last minute at the bargaining table as it
Members of the Boston Police Patrolman’s upped its request for an extended day from
Association took the occasion to picket 30 minutes to 45 minutes? And how do we
the commissioner. BPPA is in the same explain its sudden paring back the schools
position as we are—two years without affected, from all schools to a shortened list
a contract. Their members are about as that exempted high schools? A few issues are
satisfied as we are.
clear in these machinations.
The inescapable conclusion is that the
The school department’s sudden and
city doesn’t want to settle our contract or dramatic shift in position on the key issue at
any other contract right know--how else the end of 300 hours of bargaining revealed
can we explain the dilemma facing all that it didn’t want to settle the contract. Or
of us, from police and fire to parks and that it had given so little thought to the issue
secretarial? For each city union to have that…well, it gave no thought at all as well
gone this long without a contract is an to the switch. Either way the end result is
extraordinary event unique in the city’s the same. And either way there is but one
history as far as anyone can determine. inescapable conclusion: Settling the contract
What other explanation could there be? was just not a priority for the department.
Certainly we’re not all being unreason- Incidentally, the BTU has filed three charges
able, unless ‘unreasonable’ means asking at the Commonwealth Employment Relations
to keep pace with an increased cost of Board alleging that the district did negotiate
living.
in bad faith. One of the charges concerns the
It’s all a matter of priorities, and the city above and is listed here.

A

Count III

Throughout approximately twenty-two months of negotiations and
approximately fifty distinct sessions
comprising approximately three hundred hours of negotiations, the School
Committee had consistently proposed
that the length of the school day be
increased by thirty minutes per day in
all schools. In a fifteen hour overnight
negotiation session stretching from
Monday, April 1, 2012 into Tuesday,
April 2, 2012, representing a final
attempt to settle the contract prior to
mediation, the School Committee,
for the first time, proposed that the Boston Police Patrolmen’s Association picketed
school day be lengthened by forty-five with this sign during a recent address by Police
minutes per day at all schools other Commissioner Ed Davis.
than high schools. By waiting until
the eleventh hour to both lengthen the and violated G.L. c. 150E, §§ 10(a)(5) and,
proposed increase to the school day and derivatively, (1).
So that’s where we stand. There
to restrict the schools to which that proposal would apply, the School Committee are very serious challenges in this city
bargained regressively and also rendered regarding the collective bargaining profutile all of the negotiations leading up to cess, and the BTU/BPS situation is but
that point as they pertained to the length just a small piece. And just as importantly,
of the school day. In so doing, the School the school department’s waywardness
Committee failed to bargain in good faith and flip-floppiness doesn’t help.

U.S. Senate candidate Elizabeth Warren greets the delegates at the recent AFT Massachusetts Convention. See story and more photos on pages 2 & 8. – Photo by Michael J. Maguire

A Report on the AFT Massachusetts
Statewide Convention
children. 25% of the work force in those
by Michael J. Maguire
th
he annual convention of the American mills died by their 25 birthdays from the
Federation of Teachers, Massachu- damp, cold working conditions in the mills.
“It was corporate greed then, and it’s
setts took place at the Quincy Marriott
Hotel on April 28, 2012. Many speakers corporate greed now,” cried Tolman. “Our
both praised the work of teachers and economy was ruined without anyone held
accountable. But if poor kids in depressed
cajoled us into more political action.
First up was state senator John Keenan areas without jobs don’t succeed, teachers
(D-Quincy). He is the son of a union family will be “held accountable” as in fired!”
Today we have corporate outsiders
and in his first term has a 100% pro-union
voting record. He told the story of how in coming to Massachusetts, telling us how
1976 his 5th grade teacher made his favorite to run education, said Tolman. “Stand for
book, Johnny Tramain, come alive. He also Children is bankrolled with money from
said that if it weren’t for the encouragement the Waltons and Bain Capitol,” he said
and guidance of his 12th grade social stud- speaking of the potential ballot initiative
ies teacher, that he would not have gone to this fall. “We can’t sit on our hands, we
Harvard College. “Teachers are the great need to hold hands and stand together.”
Adam Gray spoke next. Adam is the
equalizer; no matter who your parents are,
you all get the same education,” he said. 2012 Massachusetts Teacher of the Year.
“And all you (teachers) ask for in making He currently teaches at Boston Latin
a difference is a fair wage and let us teach.” School, but was recognized for his work
Next was Massachusetts AFL-CIO while at Monument High School. Adam
president Steve Tolman. He told the story told a story of the gathering in Washingof what he called “the birth of the modern ton, D.C. of all the Teachers of the Year
labor movement,”
the 100th anniver- AFT Massachusetts President Tom
sary of the Bread
Gosnell positively beamed that
and Roses strike.
On January 12, Massachusetts again ranks #1 in the
1912 twenty-five
hundred mill work- nation according to NAEP, and ranks
ers walked off the irst in science in the western world.
job in Lawrence, “100% of regular public schools in
Massachusetts.
Their bosses were Massachusetts work under a collective
sure that the strike bargaining agreement. None of the
would not last long.
The workers, after regular public schools in Alabama and
all, were from eight Mississippi have collective bargaining;
dif ferent ethnic
they rank the lowest in the nation,”
groups, most of
which spoke differ- said Gosnell.
ent languages. The
strike lasted ten weeks and ushered in from across the country. They made a
sweeping changes to working conditions. list of what makes a teacher successful.
33% of the strikers were women and The three most common words were pas-
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Building a Social Justice
Education Movement
Free conference for
Educators  Students  Everyone
2nd Annual Boston-area
Educators for Social Justice
Conference

Saturday, May 19
9-5 pm Curley School
493 Centre St.
Jamaica Plain
Sponsored by:
Teacher Activist Group Boston tagboston.org
Register for the Conference or Lead a Workshop:
besj.weebly.com
Email: besjinfo@gmail.com

share  inspire  democratize  debate  activate
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AFT Massachusetts President Tom Gosnell introduces the keynote speaker U.S. Senate candidate
Elizabeth Warren.
– Photo by Michael J. Maguire

sion, dedication, and relationships. Adam
pointed out that “nowhere on the list was
test scores.”
Though he is honored to be the Massachusetts Teacher of the Year, Mr. Gray
left the podium with these parting words,
“Educators matter. Notice the “s” on educators, I mean it to be plural. Unions matter,
too. And please continue believing.”
US Congressman Bill Keating was
candid in his remarks. He acknowledged
that if it weren’t for unions, he would not
have been elected. He thanked us for our
support and then gave a somber report
from Washington, D.C.
“The American Dream is under attack
in Washington today,” he lamented. Before
Social Security was enacted, half of all
American elderly were in poverty. Today,
he stated, college loan rates are kept low by
cutting affordable health care for women
and children.
“I dream,” said Keating, “of a morning
in America where a good public education
is enjoyed by all. It will happen because of
unions, teachers, and people like you who
come here (to the AFT-MA convention) in
the morning.”
AFT-MA president Tom Gosnell next
welcomed state representative Tackey
Chan, who, according to Gosnell, is “a
superb supporter or public education.”
Rep. Chan acknowledged our dedication
to public education and gave his unconditional support to the labor movement. He
said that 33% of his constituents are union

great teacher in every classroom,’ it’s far
more complex than that.” The initiative
deals with transfers, layoffs, excessing,
and a host of other matters too unwieldy
and varied to summarize with a simple
Yes/No vote.
“It’s not (as simple and straight forward)
as asking if we should add a nickel deposit
on a can of soda,” said Toner by way of
comparison.
Unfortunately, Stand for Children seemingly has support, said Toner, and they
have many millions of dollars. “We need
to engage the community, not just to fight
Stand for Children, but forever and for all
issues,” he said as he departed.
The keynote speaker was up next.
Elizabeth Warren, candidate for U.S.
Senate, told all that she is from a working class family who knew hard times. “I
fear,” she said, “that we are not making
the same investment in our kids (as we
are making in our financial markets). I
am in this race not to say ‘I got mine, you
are on your own’; but so that all kids can
have a chance.”
Picking up on Warren’s theme, Tom
Gosnell wrapped up the conference
by citing Diane Ravitch who says that
income is the most important factor in
determining a child’s educational success.
“The US ranks behind Turkey and Mexico
in childhood poverty,” said Gosnell to a
shocked audience.
On a positive note, Gosnell positively
beamed that Massachusetts again ranks #1

“Unions and collective bargaining contribute to
quality education,” Gosnell said in closing. “If you
want what’s good for kids, be fair to teachers.”
members, and that he won’t let us down.
The mood turned starkly serious when
Paul Toner, president of the Massachusetts Teachers Association, addressed the
audience on the looming threat of Stand
for Children’s impending ballot initiative. The MTA has filed a lawsuit against
Stand for Children stating that the eleven
major components of the initiative are too
complex for a ballot initiative, as defined
by state law.
Toner said, “It’s not just ‘We want a

in the nation according to NAEP, and ranks
first in science in the western world. “100%
of regular public schools in Massachusetts
work under a collective bargaining agreement. None of the regular public schools
in Alabama and Mississippi have collective
bargaining; they rank the lowest in the
nation,” said Gosnell.
“Unions and collective bargaining
contribute to quality education,” he said in
closing. “If you want what’s good for kids,
be fair to teachers.”

See photos of the AFT Massachusetts
Statewide Convention on page 8.

Know Your Rights: Caren Carew, BTU Secondary Field Representative

How Does the Personnel Subcommittee
of the School Site Council Work?
he Personnel Subcommittee of each
school’s School Site Council interviews and decides on the selection of
permanent teachers who voluntarily apply for transfer into the school. They are
encouraged to participate in the hiring of
all teachers into the school, but are only
mandated to do so during the first teacher
transfer posting at this time according
to the contract. SSC Personnel Subcommittees also recommend new athletic
coaching appointments at each school.
In addition, school-based Lead Teacher/
Mentors/New Teacher Developers will be
selected from the qualified pool of eligible
teachers at that school by the School Site
Subcommittee.
The Personnel Subcommittee is made
up of two teachers and one parent from the
SSC, as well as the Principal/Headmaster/
Program Director. SSC teacher members,
elect who among them will be the two
representatives to serve on the Personnel Subcommittee. Teacher and parent
representatives on the SSC Personnel
Subcommittee may designate temporary
replacement representatives according to
the position being filled. These temporary
replacements do not need to be members
of the SSC. For example, a special education teacher may replace a teacher on the
Personnel Subcommittee when a special
education position is being filled. The
teachers who are SSC members designate
temporary BTU teacher replacements on
the Subcommittee if they choose to. The
Principal does not select the BTU members
to serve on the Subcommittee.
As in all SSC decision making, members
of the Council and its Subcommittee are
urged to reach decisions by consensus.
Decisions need to be formalized by majority vote with the Principal/Headmaster/
Program Director voting with the majority.

T

When is the Last Date I Can
Receive an Overall
Performance Evaluation?

The management/labor agreement,
better known as the contract, states; “All
staff shall be formally evaluated using factors
reasonably related to a teacher’s professional
performance, with a mark for each factor
and an overall rating. Overall ratings shall
be: Satisfactory or Unsatisfactory [Meets
Expectations or Does Not Meet Expectations] and shall be transmitted to teachers
prior to May 15.”
‘Overall’ formal performance evaluations must be completed, with the
entire evaluation filled out and signed
by the observing administrator, with a
post conference conducted PRIOR TO
MAY 15th. Teachers should not sign an
evaluation without receiving a copy of it.
Teachers should not sign the evaluation
using a date other than the actual date
the evaluation is handed to them at a post
conference. If a teacher uses another date
and the evaluation comes into scrutiny in
the future either at the administration’s or
the teacher’s instigation, a falsified signing
date will reflect poorly on the teachers
veracity and may negatively undercut the
member’s right to grieve the evaluation,
etc. if applicable.
The “prior to May 15” date is hard and
fast and can NOT be ‘pushed back’ by
administrators who have not adhered to
the contract or who were not organized
enough to perform their professional responsibilities in a timely fashion. A teacher
can NOT be given an ‘Unsatisfactory”
OVERALL formal performance evaluation without having received two (2) ‘Un-

satisfactory’ formal Interim performance
evaluations in the same academic year.
The contract details; “Within (10) ten
school days during which the teacher is
present following any evaluation visit [observation], regardless of the rating mark,
the responsible administrator or designee
shall meet with the teacher for the purposes
of discussing the evaluation. At this meeting
the teacher will be given two (2) copies of the
written evaluation, signed and dated by the
responsible administrator. The teacher shall
sign and return one (1) copy to indicate having received it, but not to indicate agreement
or disagreement. No teacher shall be asked
to sign an incomplete evaluation.”
The contract also states; “Teachers shall
be allowed to attach their written comments
to the evaluation form.” If you think that
something in the evaluation is inaccurate,
needs explanation, and the like, it is in
your best interest to write a thoughtful,
factual, professional narrative to be attached to the actual evaluation. Keep the
tone depersonalized as this should reflect
positively upon you as a professional, no
matter how frustrated, disappointed or
angry you may actually be. There is no time
limit as to when you must complete your
written comments to be attached to the
evaluation form, however the sooner, the
better. Always keep a copy of your written
remarks as well as the actual evaluation.
Remember, if there are inaccuracies or
items/statements that you believe do not
accurately reflect what occurred or that
were left out, it is important to include
them. Attorneys who have represented our
members in dismissal hearings state that if
a teacher has not rebutted/explained the
issues raised in the evaluation, it is often
more difficult in the future to go back and
do so as effectively as if they had done so at
the time the evaluation was issued. Silence
on your part appears to be tacit agreement
with the observer’s characterization of you
as a professional in the evaluation.

What are “Excess Pools” and
Who Participates in Them?

If a teacher is “excessed” from their
school it is usually because a position
has been cut and now there are excess
people in that particular program area at
that building, or the student enrollment
has dropped thus requiring fewer teachers based on the student teacher ratio
formula or because the school is closing.
The individuals who have been excessed
are invited to participate in a reassignment
process called “excess pools”, where the
teachers who’ve been excessed are pooled
or aggregated together by program area
in order to select new positions.
The excessing procedure does not
apply to “provisional” teachers. It does
apply to “permanent” teachers and nurses
who are unassigned after the March transfers are finalized. These unassigned permanent teachers are invited to an excess

(reassignment) pool. “No teachers shall be
involuntarily excessed from her/his school
assignment after the running of these pools.”
However, in the fall, if the School Department determines that it needs to excess
teachers to correct class size problems,
they are able to do so. “Not more than (5)
days notices shall be required for excessing
during a school year.” The contract dictates,
“Excessing from a school building shall be
irst by volunteers within a program area,
then by reverse seniority within a program
area. An employee who holds seniority in a
program area other than the one from which
he/she has been excessed shall be offered a
vacancy in the building in such other program
area. If there is no such vacancy he/she will
be placed directly onto a system-wide excess
list. An employee exercising a right to return
to the teacher bargaining unit after layoff or
demotion (or returning from a leave of absence
of more than a year) shall be carried on the
system-wide excess list in the applicable
program area.”
The BPS Human Resources Department has projected the excess pools will a
run in May 29, 30, 31. Due to the somewhat
unpredictability of the budget issues, these
dates may be subject to change. Excess
pools are conducted in the following manner. “Teachers will bid on listed vacancies in
order of seniority. Each teacher must make (3)
bids, except that the next-to-last teacher must
make (2) bids and the most junior teacher must
make (1) bid. When a vacancy has received (3)
bids, bidding will be ceased on that vacancy.
Teachers will be assigned to (1) of their bids.”
Teachers are limited to (1) bid per school.
Teachers who are qualified in more them
(1) program area may bid in (1) program
area pool only. The contract states, “No

Office ................................ 617-288-2000
Health & Welfare .............. 617-288-0500
AFT Massachusetts ............ 617-423-3342
Function Office ................. 617-288-3322
Lounge Office.................... 617-288-3322
Vision Center .................... 617-288-5540
Tremont Credit Union....... 781-843-5626

“Any teacher who receives his or her third
bid in an excess pool may exercise a one-time
option of returning to the excess pool in the
following year.” Such a teacher must notify
the Human Resources Department of their
intent to participate in the excess pools
before the pools are scheduled to be run
so that they are included in the process.
“Reassignment pool vacancies will be listed
on the BPS website ive school days before
each pool. BTU members will have in-school
access to a computer with internet capability and a printer.” All seniority lists will be
placed on the myBPS website. The BTU
will a “mock pool” at the BTU prior to the
actual excess pools on Thursday, May 24
from 4-6, in order to familiarize participants with the procedure. The process as
described is according to the contract we
are presently using.

Correction
The last photograph on page 6 of the April, 2012 Boston Union Teacher was taken
by Marilyn Humphries, to whom I owe a debt of gratitude for her technical assistance. Also, Timo Philip teaches at Brighton High School (page 7).
– Michael J. Maguire
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Boston Teachers Testify Against Ballot Initiative
W

ith millions of dollars from foundations backed by Walmart, Bain Capital, and JP Morgan the deceptively named front group "Stand For Children"
has proposed a controversial ballot initiative. While it claims to be a bill that promotes "great teachers and great schools" don't be fooled. This
proposal would silence community voices, hurt students and punish teachers, especially those who speak out on behalf of the students who need
them most. Boston teachers took time off from their teaching duties to testify against this legislation. Three of the testimonies are reprinted below.
be fulfilled, but more on that in a moment.
By Berta Rosa Berriz Miró
ood morning. My name is Berta Rosa During the first year of SEI implementation
Berriz Miró. I am a Lead Teacher at (2003-04 school year), consistent academic
the Boston Teachers’ Union School in oversight for second-language literacy
Jamaica Plain. I have been a teacher in instruction was conspicuously lacking.
Boston’s Public Schools for 32 years. I Significantly, the lack of reliable informatake pride in my profession: teachers are tion, instances of blatant misinformation,
restricted access to decision makers, and
the Culture Bearers.
murky accountability
I am also a Cuban immistandards have margingrant who came to this country
alized families, thereby
as an eight year old child,
limiting their effectivespeaking no English, who was
ness as advocates for
tossed into a classroom where
their own children.
my language, culture – even
The BPS muddled
the correct pronunciation of
on, apparently unaware
my name – were discarded
of the effect of this
by well-meaning teachers who
policy, until a 2009 arbelieved that “becoming an
ticle in the Boston Globe
American” meant leaving my
revealed that:
family identity at the border.
Berta Rosa Berriz Miró
“Students not fluent
My call to the teaching profession is rooted in this early experience. And in English have floundered in Boston
when I became a teacher, I vowed that no schools since voters approved a law change
child entering my classroom would ever six years ago requiring school districts to
be made to feel that they had no value or teach them all subjects in English rather
brought no assets to the teaching-learning than their native tongue...” (4/7/09)
“Overall,” the article continues, “the
relationship.
I come before you today, because statistics show that the law – hailed as a
another group of well-meaning people quicker way to teach students English –
are promoting policies that threaten to has not helped them gain ground on their
devalue another essential educational as- English-speaking peers, and in many cases
set – our teachers. And while I appreciate may have left them even further behind.”
The other shoe dropped a year later
that others will go into exhaustive detail on
the flawed logic, unwieldy mechanics and when the Globe reported the findings of
potential harm of the Stand for Children a US Department of Justice probe of the
ballot initiative, I will draw your attention BPS finding that:
“Slightly more than half the 8,300
to another ostensibly well-meaning educational reform that ultimately caused far students affected were not receiving apmore harm than good. I believe there’s a propriate instruction because ineffective
testing failed to detect a lack of English
lesson there that we need to heed.
In November 2002, Massachusetts’s fluency, the investigation found. The other
voters voted overwhelmingly to dismantle students had been properly identified but
bilingual instruction. Notably, the 70- not placed in classes geared for those with
30 landslide was centered in suburban a language barrier. Some violations date
communities, among voters having little to 2003.” (10/2/10)
So, after ten years, and thousands
or no direct experience with immigrant
children, English language learners, or of children allowed to “flounder” in our
the actual practice of bilingual education. schools until they were old enough to
The initiative was defeated in areas where drop out, I have to wonder if the voters
bilingual education had provided a much- who set this disaster in motion have any
needed bridge to English proficiency. Also second thoughts
In a disturbing repetition of history, a
noteworthy: the immigrant families most
affected by the vote had little voice in the new group of reformers, Stand for Children, is aggressively marketing its own
outcome.
That those well-meaning individuals deceptively named ballot initiative: “Great
who accepted the half-truths and distor- Teachers, Great Schools.” And just as
tions of a Silicon Valley millionaire with no one could reasonably argue against
no children, no classroom experience, and insuring access to English for immigrant
no knowledge of the process of second- children in 2002, promising a quality edulanguage acquisition, can only be explained cational experience for every student in
by the initiative’s deceptive title: “English Massachusetts seems a no-brainer. But
for the Children.” Who could argue against upon closer examination, the initiative fails
to mention children even once and appears
such a promise?
The new mandate called for something intent on pitting stakeholders – specifically,
the reformers called “sheltered English- parents, teachers and students – against
immersion” – essentially sink-or-swim each, suggesting another disaster in the
English-only instruction providing no making for our schools and the families
scaffolding for children with limited pro- who use them. And once again, voters
ficiency. School district officials in Boston with no “skin” in the game, nothing at
rushed to implement this untested and risk in the outcome, might be casting the
under-resourced program, despite having decisive vote.
Where will we find ourselves in 10
less that a year to plan, develop curriculum,
purchase materials, and train teachers. years? Will we be sending our children to
Learning English supplanted concerns for vibrant public schools with highly trained
academic progress in other content areas and motivated teachers? Or will our schools
– despite a sizeable and persuasive body become privatized profit centers subject
of research demonstrating the efficacy of to the whims of the market – sweatshops
native-language scaffolding in the teaching- where teaching has been reduced to piecelearning process. Yet, the BPS promised work and children sorted and graded like
to “enable [ELLs] to become proficient in so many commodities?
This is our second wake up call. I pray
English, graduate from high school, and
access opportunities for post-secondary we heed it this time.
(Berta Berriz is a Lead Teacher at the
education and good careers” (“BPS in the
News,” 3/25/03). This promise has yet to Boston Teachers Union School.)
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or transparency regarding the evaluations.
By Riana Good
teach Spanish to K1-8th grade at the Concern for quality control must extend
Boston Teachers Union Pilot School, to administrators and evaluators, as well,
a teacher-run school that uses a shared for if those at the top do not have adequate
leadership model. We believe that evalua- training and skill, how will they sufficiently
tions should help teachers to improve – or support and evaluate teachers? Yet, there
to be dismissed for teachers who receive are no provisions for ensuring that evaluapoor evaluations and fail to improve. We tors themselves are evaluated in their accuracy and skill in evaluating.
each evaluate ourselves
It is no wonder that both
using the Marshall Rubric,
Principal Associations
set SMART goals, and
are against it – they are
have multiple colleagues
already stretched thin by
observe us multiple times
their many responsibilities
over the year. This builds
and so barely have time
trust and a positive climate
to explain the new regulaand encourages professiontions, let alone adequately
al growth and collegiality.
observe teachers.
Multiple observations
The recently-enacted
by multiple observers are
educator
evaluation regukey to our system, as a
Riana Good
lations
were
developed by
single observation score
all
of
the
major
education
stakeholders
and
is largely driven by factors other than
state
officials.
Now
one
group,
without
consistent aspects of a teacher’s practice
according to a recent Measures of Ef- backing from any of these stakeholders
fective Teaching (MET) Project article. and officials, is proposing harmful changes
Its findings demonstrated that a single before the new regulations have fully taken
observation by a single rater was a poor effect. They propose to make distinctions
indicator of a teacher’s typical practice, between “proficient” and “exemplary” beand that only when averaging four ob- fore these ratings are adequately defined
servations by four different raters did or tested. They propose to add more teeth
variation in scores based on teaching to the regulations, rather than leave it as an
practice outweigh variation due to other, intentionally living document that will likely
unexplained factors. In other words, a need modifications based on preliminary
single score is just as likely to be a fluke feedback.
There is already a mechanism in place
as it is to be based on accurate indicators
for
administrators to evaluate and potentially
of quality teaching.
dismiss
teachers. And there is another, more
And yet, this bill would allow these postreamlined
system of educator evaluation
tentially fluke scores to drive key staffing
and dismissal being rolled out. Rather than
decisions such as layoffs and transfers.
trying to rely on the expensive process of
And teachers would not be able to appeal
layoffs, we need to grow the pool of excellent
such ratings if they are deemed “profiteachers entering the profession. We need
cient” or “needs improvement”. While
smaller class sizes, more access to arts, and
such rating distinctions could be sufficient
better teacher preparation programs. We
to displace or dismiss a current teacher,
need a competitive profession that attracts
administrators could ignore such ratings
the best teachers. That is the route to excelwhen filling vacancies at their schools.
lence in public education. Please join me in
What?!
opposing S.2197/H.3883.
The proposed acts states that evaluators
(Riana Good teaches K1-8 Spanish at
“would receive training”, but nothing of the
the Boston Teachers Union Pilot School.)
nature of the training, or any accountability
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By Jessica Tang
eloquently explained, it is both “a distracood afternoon. First off, I would like tion” and “divisive.” Instead of focusing
to thank you all for giving classroom my energy and time trying to defeat an
teachers the opportunity to share our per- unnecessarily complicated and completely
spectives on this ballot initiative. Teacher misguided ballot initiative that slickly
voices are not heard enough in policy deci- glosses over the true complexity of edusions despite the fact that we have intimate cating all students, I would much prefer to
knowledge of the both the
spend my time and effort
blessings and day to day
advocating for what teachchallenges of classroom
ers, community members,
teaching. Perhaps this is
parents, and students
because we would rather
together agree are the real
be in our classrooms with
solutions to educational
our students than in ininequities. That is what I
timidating places like this!
would like to share today:
Speaking of which, I have
Students tend to be
to admit I’m pretty annoyed
very practical. They often
right now that I’m missing a
say they need basic things
day of teaching to be here.
like books. In many, if not
Jessica Tang
I HATE missing any day
most BPS schools, there
of school. However, I left
are only enough books
my classroom this morning because it’s for one class set and students can’t take
important. This initiative really is terribly books home because there aren’t enough
misguided, and I am extremely concerned of them. And we expect them to learn anyabout what will happen to public education way. They want clean and working facilities
and my students’ opportunities for success and furniture in schools so that they don’t
if it is passed. So I am here today not only on have to worry about their desks breaking
behalf of other classroom teachers whose or chairs breaking. They want materials
voices need to be heard, but on behalf of my and resources like lab equipment and field
students, current and future who deserve experiences so that they can participate in
a much better public education system.
hands on learning and gain exposure to
Proponents of this petition claim that new places and ideas.
they have the same goal, but as our esIf you ask parents, they often talk about
teemed Secretary of Education has so opportunities for their students. They want

G

Ballot Initiative
their children to not only learn about math and English,
but also have opportunities to participate in arts education, music education, and physical education. They want
safe schools where they know their children can focus on
their learning and not be distracted. They want accountability, but do not want their children to be over-tested
or constantly stressed out about high stakes tests. They
want support and interventions if their children are not
making enough progress, and they want enrichment
activities if their students are doing well. Lastly, parents
want smaller class sizes that provide opportunities for
more individualized attention and relationship-building
with experienced teachers – a combination which consistently is shown to lead to improved student outcomes.
If you ask community members what their vision of
successful schools are, they will say that they want schools
in their communities that they are proud of. Not just a
few, or specifically “that one a few blocks down,” but all.
They want schools that not only prepare students for the
future as thinkers, leaders, and active citizens, but schools
that also engage and contribute to the communities their
students come from. The schools should support the
communities, and the communities, the schools.
And lastly, if you ask teachers what solutions work
best, we would say all of the above. And above all, we
say, support us in our classrooms and help us to be the
very best teachers we can be so that we can be a part of
all of the above!
Teachers have incredible challenges every day and
although it often feels like everyone expects us to do everything by ourselves, we really can’t. Unfortunately, the
solutions that I just mentioned are nowhere to be found
in this ballot initiative. The initiative mentions the word
“bargain” more than the word “children” or “students”
because that’s what this is really about. It is NOT about
books and resources or supporting parents and teachers,
it’s about “bargain,” meaning “cheap,” teachers and using
evaluation as a means to get them. It’s about implementing
a new evaluation system despite the fact that community
stakeholders across the state already spent days in a very
collaborative process to create a new system that hasn’t
even had the opportunity to be fully rolled out and tested.
It is an outrage that after such an exemplary and inclusive process that offers us a homegrown solution to the
challenge of evaluating teachers, we now run the risk of
placing teachers at the mercy of a cookie-cutter proposal
imported from outside the state. It is a complete distraction from what parents, students, and teachers really
need, and instead of supporting those of us who commit
our time and energy to educating students, it is creating
more anxiety, stress, and hardship for us to serve our
students best, and in fact, it is a detriment to students and
our ability to advocate for what our students really need.
Lastly, it undermines experience. Any teacher will
tell you that their first few years of teaching were the
hardest – I know mine were! Although I know I was
still effective my first year, I am so much more effective seven years later. Experience matters and schools
need experienced teachers to share their expertise and
mentor newer teachers. Instead of valuing experience,
however, this ballot initiative devalues experience and
leaves outspoken veteran teacher leaders vulnerable
to retribution. This leaves students vulnerable as well. I
know that when I become a parent, I want a teacher who
is not only unafraid to advocate for the needs of my child,
but also has the knowledge and ability to do so in a very
complicated bureaucratic system. Furthermore, I want
teachers who are working in schools and communities
that have the resources, collaboration, and support to find
solutions to difficult, complicated problems.
This is why our governor, our educational leaders,
our principals, parents, professors, community members, and effective award-winning teachers oppose this
ballot initiative. We know it is essential to recognize
the individual needs of each student and each school.
There is no “one size fits all” answer to improve teaching or learning and this proposal puts the success of
our students at risk. The best solutions are achieved
when teachers can work together with principals,
parents, and community members that understand the
unique issues we face. This initiative is a distraction
from real solutions. It does nothing to support great
teachers and great schools, and I am appalled that up
to 11 million dollars is being spent on a campaign to
pass a terrible law rather than on the solutions that
community members actually want, like books and
science labs for students.
Please, please help us to defeat this initiative so that
we can refocus our energy, time, and resources on real,
collaborative solutions for our students.
(Jessica Tang is a teacher at the Young Achievers School.)

TEACH Documentary Receives Undie Spec Best Cinematography
Award at the Boston International Film Festival
EACH, Teachers Are
Talking, Is the Nation
Listening has received the
Indie Spec Best Cinematography Award from the
Boston International Film
Festival. The winning films
were announced at the closing ceremony of the 2012
festival at the AMC Loews
Theater, Boston Common,
on Sunday, April 22, 2012.
TEACH was screened at the
festival on Monday, April
16 before a very large and
enthusiastic audience. The
screening was followed by a
spirited Q and A discussion.
Many additional screenings
are being planned for the
Boston area and in cities all
across the country. Please
visit the Teach documentary
website for details. http://www.teachdocumentary.com

T

TEACH Screenings

Please contact us to set up a screening of TEACH. There are many screenings scheduled or being planned in this
area and around the country including such cities as Detroit, Denver, Cities in Florida, Eugene, Oregon, multiple
ones around Seattle, multiple ones in New Jersey, New York, multiple screenings in California, multiple colleges
and universities, and others. We have also had very successful TEACH “Coffee” screenings similar to the political
candidate coffees in people’s houses. The important messages of TEACH need to be heard and seen by as many
people as possible considering the barrage of attacks and the mis-information that is being spread by conservative
millionaires and their think tanks and foundations.
To set up a screening for your organization, union, or a TEACH Coffee Screening, please call or email us:
Marc: 617-699-9349 Bob: 617-699-6093 or email: filminfo@teachdocumentary.com
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We’re Learning Here

A project by Amika Kemmler Ernst, Ed.D.

Baldwin Early Learning Center

T

he Baldwin ELC is a small school in Brighton with an ethnically diverse population of students in K0
through grade 1. It is an inclusive school with 2-3 adults in every classroom, assuring attention to individual
student needs. According to principal Graciela Hopkins, this has been attained through the flexibility of
pilot status, which allows parents and others to be “classroom assistants”. The school is open from 7:30AM to
4:45PM, providing surround care to the children. Instead of the usual “P+D” periods, every teacher has one
and a half hours “free” in the middle of the day.
The sun was streaming in through large windows and students were working in a variety of learning centers in each classroom. In one room a group of students were investigating the relative speed of two different
liquids (as they flowed down a clear piece of plastic) while others were making dolls, building model boats, or
creating collages. During a literacy period, about half the class was practicing forming letters while others met
in guided reading groups. Math activities in another room included a cash register where the number of coins
matched the number of items “purchased” and blocks for making towers of a height determined by the role of
giant dice. K1 students were using eye droppers to discover what happens when different colors are mixed.
After a class meeting, one little boy was selecting the order in which his classmates got to choose their center activity. It was great to see young children having this kind of responsibility! I especially liked the “Family
Information Boards” outside many classrooms full of weekly newsletters, snack schedules, supplies needed,
words of the week, birthdays, thank yous, books read, calendars, and activities to do at home.
I have to admit that I have always hated taking students in lines through school hallways, although I appreciate the need for quiet. This poem was taped to a classroom door with photo illustrations of a student showing
each behavior:
My hands are to my side,
I’m standing very tall.
I’m looking quietly straight ahead,
I’m ready for the hall.
Having watched the antics of many older students as they change classes, I wonder what it would be like to
have middle schoolers repeat this little poem while lining up! It also occurs to me that if students were given time
to move and socialize during their classes, they might have less need to disturb others while moving through
hallways. What do you think?

I was making a boat with Mr. Damon. I learned how to
make it and it floated!
– Naila Hernandez, K1

amika45@comcast.net

We were playing a math game: throw the dice and add the
numbers, make a tower with that many cubes, then knock it down!
We’re also learning about shapes like circles and triangles and
hexagons and more!
–Sarin Chaimatttayompol & Ariane Amada, K1
I was painting the mouth of a miniature ice
skater just like me. I made her body by putting
“model magic” over a pipe cleaner and bead
shape, then painting it my skin tone. This year in
art I’ve learned how to use different materials
and to be more creative.
– Abby Butts, Grade 1

We were reading with
Ms. Thu. We’re reading
a lot of books about
Rosie and Bella, two
friendly dogs. We are
learning lots of new
words every day!
– Jack Quinn &
Vita Babicheva, K2

I was drawing and
writing about watering
my garden.
I am learning how
to make creative
sentences.
– Luca Orlandi, Grade 1

We were in gym class on the back playground.
We were jumping in and out of hoops. We’ve
learned to jump sideways and backwards.
– Jordan Chhay & Jordan Smith, Grade 1

We were choosing what book we were going
to read. We’re learning how to read and do
stuff like adding and subtraction.
– Avery Williams & Darwin Green, K1

I was making Qs and Gs. I am learning my
letters this year.
– Djaza Teixera, K2

(Amika Kemmler Ernst is a recently retired BPS New Teacher Developer with extensive experience as a
classroom teacher, curriculum developer, and graphic artist. Her “We’re Learning Here” Project features
images of everyday learning in our public schools, along with the words of the students pictured. )
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A Book Review by Paul Tenney

Haiti: After the Earthquake
by Paul Farmer
n January 10, 2010 a massive earthquake devastated the nation of Haiti.
Its impact was cataclysmic by any and all
definitions of that word. It killed hundreds
of thousands of people in an instant. It
tested severely the poor nation’s ability
to rebuild its infrastructure most particularly its non-existent public health
system, water and sewerage system, and
school system.
Dr. Paul Farmer has worked in Haiti
for over thirty years with his organization
– Partners in Health and its Haitian counterpart, Zanmi Lasante, to bring a measure
of relief to the Haitian people. All this was
before the earthquake struck.
After the quake struck Dr. Farmer
began at once working to help rebuild a
broken country. The scenes we all saw of
the devastation told us this would be one
of the most daunting of tasks that could
be imagined on this planet.
Dr. Farmer, Kolokotrones University Professor at Harvard University
and Chair of the Department of Global
Health and Social Medicine at Harvard
Medical School has written an important
and historical book that will be read for
several generations in this century and
next. It is that timeless. Among the other
credentials of this remarkable man are:
Chief of the Division of Global Health Equity at Brigham and Womens Hospital in
Boston and most importantly co-founder
of Partners in Health. He also serves as

O

UN Deputy Special Envoy for Haiti under
Special Envoy Bill Clinton. Dr. Farmer
and his colleagues have pioneered novel
community based treatment
strategies that
demonstrate the
delivery of high
quality health
care in resource
poor settings.
This book provides a comprehensive history of
this beleaguered
nation that sits on
the western third of
the island of Hispaniola. Most Americans
have heard of the
exploits of Toussaint
Louverture and the
slave revolt that felled
Napoleon’s army in
1803. Most Americans
do not know however
how the French Republic
extorted millions of francs
from the struggling democracy. This blood money was not forgiven until the current
President of France, Nicholas Sarkozy
finally forgave this “loan” just this year.
Even less well known is the historical
role of the United States in Haiti, interfering in the trade policies of the government

RTC Executive Board Minutes
March 5, 2012
Members present: Ann-Marie Adduci,
Anne Broder, Treasurer, Martha Cotton,
Mary Cahalane, Larry Connolly, David
Donovan, Chairman, Phil Fasano, Eileen
Ganley, Donna Cooley-Hilton, Ruthanne
Kennedy, Linda McNamee, Marilyn
Marion, Secretary, Leonard Miraglia,
Vice Chairman, Mary Jo Murphy, and
Paul Tenney
Excused: Marie Broderick, Sandy
Carle
Meeting was called to order at 10:15 a.m.

Reports

Secretary: Report was read and accepted.
Treasurer: Report was given and
accepted.
Chairman: There will be an informational meeting on March 22 for Medicare
and insurance. Notices will be sent electronically. Chair spoke to Gene Pastore
who will send letters regarding this
meeting. Concerns over mailing costs
were brought to the Chair’s attention by
the BTU Treasurer. Some discussion was
generated on the pros and cons of using
3rd class mail was generated by the Board
and the chair. With regard to inviting those
who are running for any political office,
the chair and the committee maintains
the policy of not allowing the business
meeting to be used for a political forum.
Report Accepted.
Vice Chairman: New members are
beginning to sign up for Delta Dental.
Report Accepted
Benefits: Chairman will be contacting
Delta. Report Accepted.
Remembrance: Cards were to the
families of departed members. Report
Accepted.
Scholarship: The due date for scholarship applications is April 17. The appli-

cations can be obtained on the website.
Report Accepted.
Social: The Chairs are preparing for the
business meeting on April 12 and the spring
luncheon on May 22. Report Accepted
Travel: Reservations are coming in
quite slowly. There are 14 for Patsy Cline
in April, 10 for Foxwoods in May and 6 for
Fosters in June. As of this date, no replies
for the Collette trips have been received.
Report Accepted
Meeting was suspended at 10:50 a.m.
for Richard Stutman:
Richard Stutman came to the meeting to
report on why there will be leafleting at City
Hall. He was looking for volunteers from the
RTC to help.
Meeting resumed at 11:00 a.m.
Legislative: Chair generated a sign-up
sheet for volunteers to possibly attend a
Retirement Board meeting from 10:00
a.m. - 2 p.m. on the second Wednesdays
of the month.
The Legislative Committee has drawn
up a petition to be signed by retired and
active members of the Boston Teachers
Union. Members of the committee volunteered to collect signatures at the March
membership meeting as well as at the April
RTC business meeting.
The Committee will send a thank you
email to those who signed up for the Rapid
Response team. Report Accepted.
Data Processing: The committee
is slowly updating the database. Report
Accepted
Membership: We have 2,908 members
with 10 pending. Report Accepted.
Old Business: None.
New Business: None.
Meeting adjourned at 11:45 a.m.

in Port au Prince so that US sugar interests would profit and Haiti would suffer.
Moreover during the years
prior to the Civil War the
Southern slave owners
in America regarded
the republic of Haiti as
a terrorist haven of free
blacks endangering the
U.S. Coast. Later, for
seventeen years – 1917
to 1934 the U.S. Marines occupied Port
au Prince. They were
not implementing
democracy. They
were strangling the
baby in the bed for
the benefit of U.S.
trade interests and
Wall Street banks.
After 1934 the U.S.
installed a puppet
government run
by a succession
of incompetent
and/or vicious
dictators, most notably the Duvaliers – Papa and Baby
Doc, who ran a murderous regime policed
by the infamous “ton ton macoutes”. The
latter were nothing more than murderers
and cutthroats. See Graham Greene’s
“The Comedians” for a chilling novelization
of what it was like circa 1962.
Dr. Farmer’s book is a comprehensive
account of the valiant effort post earthquake to slowly and methodically build
an infrastructure where there was none
at all. It is the epic story of heroism in
that his volunteers worked under terrible conditions (under tents in hot dusty
weather, airlifting the neediest patients to
a nearby U.S. Hospital ship, and eventually establishing Haiti’s first professional
General Hospital. Unfortunately for the
relief effort in the fall of the year 2010 a
cholera epidemic broke out, most likely
the result of the UN workers from Nepal
and even more likely from the dirty water

and lack of hygienic conditions near their
camp. Cholera is rare but often it follows
dirty wastewater that infiltrates the clean
water system.
This setback only emboldened Farmer’s crew to begin at once building an
international effort, which included clean
water, infrastructure that also included a
national health system and also a public
school system run by the Haitian people
through a truly democratic government.
This last is far in the future, although as
this review is being written Dr. Jim Kim,
the President of Dartmouth and one of the
founders of Partners in Health was named
the new President of the World Bank.
This has enormous implications for the
disbursements of development money in
places like Haiti.
This book includes first hand accounts
of survivors and Haitian citizens who provided valuable assistance to victims with
whatever resources that were at hand. It
makes for harrowing reading, but it is necessary for the reader to truly understand
the situation on the ground in the winter
and spring of 2010.
Lastly, a second earthquake struck the
nation of Chile in the summer of 2010. Because Chile had in place an infrastructure
that included a public health system and a
national emergency system coordinated by
its public sector the death toll was minimal
compared to Haiti. It is the fervent hope
that all development sources recognize
the need for infrastructure in Haiti as well
as democratic government that meets the
public health needs of all of Haiti’s citizens.
I am always recommending reading for
my politicized friends who are lamenting
about inaction and reaction throughout the
world and most especially in the United
States. Partners in Health /Zanmi Lasante
have shown the way for idealistic youth
as well as old fossils like myself. To coin
a cliché, we must walk the walk as well as
talk the talk. Read the book it will make
your life better. And maybe somebody
else’s too.
(Paul Tenney is a retired teacher.)

INFORMATION FOR NEW RETIREES
When you retire, you are no longer a member
of the Union because you no longer pay dues.
And, you are no longer a member of the Health
and Welfare Fund, which means you no longer
have dental coverage and eyeglass coverage.
If you wish to continue your connection to the
union, you can join the Retired Teachers Chapter
(RTC).The dues will be taken from your retirement
check each month ($5 for teachers,$2.50 for paras).
The RTC offers a dental insurance benefit to its members for a fee each
month. Our Dental Plan covers members only and their spouse. You can
also avail yourself of COBRA coverage through Health and Welfare for 18
months after retiring. For info on COBRA call 1-617-288-0500.
FILL IN THE COUPON AND RETURN TO THE RTC TO RECEIVE A PACKET
OF INFORMATION ON THE RTC, Hopefully, after reading the info, you
will fill in the blue card and return it to us.
(Eileen Ganley is RTC Membership Chairperson.)
Complete the information below and we will send you the application form.
Name_______________________________________________________________
Address _____________________________________________________________
City/Town/State/Zip ___________________________________________________
Email _______________________________________________________________
Telephone ___________________________________________________________
Circle your previous position: Teacher Paraprofessional

Respectfully submitted,
Marilyn F. Marion, Secretary

Send this form to: BTU-RTC, 180 Mount Vernon Street, Dorchester, MA 02125
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Scenes from the AFT Massachusetts
Statewide Convention
Photos by Michael J. Maguire

A full house of delegates listen to Senatorial Candidate Elizabeth Warren.

Massachusetts Teacher of the Year
Adam Gray, formerly of Monument
High School.

Elizabeth Warren with Ryan, Declan and Karen
Hocker.

Robert Lamothe introduces his award-winning
documentary, TEACH.

State Rep. Tackey Chan
stops to converse
with BTU Community
Outreach Organizer
Brenda Chaney.

Timo Philip of Brighton High School makes a motion to
move the AFT Massachusetts to secret ballot voting.
The motion did not pass.
U.S. Senate candidate Elizabeth Warren delivers the keynote address to
the AFT Massachusetts statewide convention delegates.
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